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Abstract  

As natural resources are becoming scarcer, the call for alternative business models and consumptions pattern 

becomes more urgent. This affects the traditional fashion system in a way where isolated solutions cannot 

solve the environmental challenges alone. In this paper, I discuss the potential of involving user insights in the 

design process as a strategy for democratisation of fashion. The discussion is raised on the basis of 

experimental and practice-based research project of how designers can engage with users to gain insights on 

material and aesthetic experience in relation to use, and further employ these insights as inspiration for design 

development. This perspective suggests to consider the use phase as a part of the design process with an aim 

to encourage for user empowerment as part of the sustainable transition that the fashion industry faces. The 

explorations presented in this paper, focusses on the role of the textile designer in the progression towards 

another fashion system.  

In a traditional design process, prototyping is one of the designer’s tools to make ideas more tangible for 

further study and development. In this paper I pursue a similar approach, with an aim to unfold the textile 

designers’ disciplinary skills of working with aesthetic experiences of materials (comprising perception of 

colours, structures, surface etc.) as a means for involving user perspectives in the design process. The aim of 

this approach is to explore ways in which to design for user empowerment and a democratisation of fashion.  

The underlying basis for this methodology is built on design practice. In that connection, a design concept has 

been developed – a concept for the design of knitted jumpers that serves as a framework for examining an 

open design process. The development of digital knitting technology opens up for new manufacturing 

methods that may result in zero-waste production in which only essential resources are used. In addition, the 

technological development offers the potential to combine production on-demand with a user-involved 

design approach. At the same time this methodology examines ways in which the textile designer can employ 
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strategies in practise that may support active use, and hereby a more sustainable use phase. In relation to 

this, perspectives of user preferences are therefore considered to give valuable insights to design 

development.  

The data presented in this paper is generated within design experiments build in two steps. The first design 

experiment, seek insight into users’ needs and preferences in terms of knitwear. The purpose of the second 

design experiment is to apply the collected knowledge as inspiration for the development of the concept of 

knitted jumpers.  

The first design experiment explores how knitted prototypes (textile samples and jumpers) can illuminate 

insights of use of knitwear by employing a Wardrobe Method in combination with a variation of the Repertory 

Grid interview technique. The design experiment is concerned with the participants’ material experiences such 

as how a knitted material feels towards the skin, as well as how the visual expression of a jumper matches 

personal needs and preferences. In this way, the tangible artefacts help to explore the users’ visual and haptic 

needs and preferences through their material experiences, as they support the user in verbalising personal 

use experiences. These aesthetic experiences of textiles and clothes do not only involve the visual impression, 

but also the tactile and kinetic quality of the garment. They are considered central to the satisfaction of use, 

even though these close experiences of everyday wear of textiles and garments often are taken for granted 

and not spoken of. The approach in the design experiment aims to illuminate these insights that otherwise 

can be considered as tacit knowledge.  

The second design experiment explore how the designer can activate these user insights as a part of the 

inspirational source for design development. This design experiment gives an example of how user insights 

can be integrated in practice. In the design concept constructed for the purpose of this research project, the 

individual preferences of the users are used as a guideline for developing the design parameters of the diverse 

expression of the jumpers.  

The two design experiments indicate that designers can advantageously increase awareness of developing 

variations of jumpers to suit different aesthetic preferences and body shapes. It also indicates that designers 

and companies should be aware of the potential of user dialogue, and how this knowledge can be translated 

into a sustainable business models while fostering a user empowering approach to use of garments. The 

explorations presented in this paper aims to contribute to the discussion about how theoretical perspectives 

on change of the fashion system can be translated into practice. 
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